
A God 61 

Chapter 61: Palace of Wars 

   Gao Yurong and the others went back after staying at Wang Yi's house for a few days. After all, 

they still have to continue their studies. 

   And they, including their family members, have taken the Spirit of Plants and Trees, and their 

physical fitness has improved to the level of ‘High Warlord’ in just a few days, but Wang Yi has instructed 

them not to expose the secrets of the Spirits of Plants and Trees easily. 

   After a while, the effect of the medicine is almost absorbed, you can take it again, and it is not 

difficult to reach the physical fitness of the God of War. 

   But the strength of the warrior does not depend solely on physical fitness. 

   Not everyone is suitable to be a warrior, fighting in the wilderness. 

   And Wang Yi did not intend to let those around him become warriors. 

   As long as the body is strong and healthy. 

   After everything was arranged, Wang Yi also started a new training career. 

   December 15th, morning. 

  Virtual space, Palace of the Gods of War. 

   "This is the "Spiritual Teacher Foundation"." 

This is a secluded and oversized room. Wang Yi, wearing a simple white robe, sits on the edge of the 

desk in this room, holding one of the cheats on the black cover of the cheat sheet, and the other book 

with a black cover. It is the "Regulations of the Palace of War God." 

  The Palace of the Gods of War is a virtual space created by Hong using the virtual equipment of the 

ancient civilization relics and the operation of the intelligent optical brain. The strong people above the 

God of War all over the world gather here. 

   "Spiritual power comes from the human spirit and soul! The body is the foundation and foundation 

of the spirit..." 

  Because of the special relationship between the physical body and the mental power, once the 

mental power touches the body of a person or animal, it will penetrate directly. Therefore, mental 

power cannot directly attack the enemy's body, and must rely on media, such as swords and hidden 

weapons. 

   Spiritual power can be virtual or real. 

   Spiritual Teachers, there are three main types: 

   The first type is to kill the enemy by controlling objects in the air. 

   The second type is to penetrate into the enemy's sea of consciousness and attack. 
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   The third type, tame the beast. 

  …… 

   The strength of a spiritual teacher depends mainly on how many weapons can be controlled at the 

same time in terms of technical ability, and to maintain the strongest attack power. 

   In the case of controlling more weapons, it can reach the highest attack power, the stronger the 

strength of the spiritual teacher. 

  Wang Yi knows that this is the amplitude of mind power! 

   On the entire earth, the highest amplitude of mind power is now the fourth speaker of the God of 

War, East, whose spiritual mind power amplitude has reached 14, which is the second-order planetary 

star! 

  Wang Yi's mind power amplitude is 8, he is a third-tier spiritual teacher of the planetary star, he has 

three times the genetic level, and the combined strength has far surpassed the fourth speaker of the 

God of War, East! 

   There are a lot of records in this cheat, which opened Wang Yi's eyes. 

   After all, it is one thing to know the original plot, but it is another thing to see the cheats with your 

own eyes. 

   "Mental power will increase a layer of power in one's own sea of consciousness. And spiritual 

power penetrates into the sea of consciousness of others, not only has no bonus, but will be suppressed 

and weakened by the other's sea of consciousness." 

   "If you want to go head-to-head and kill the opponent directly, the mental strength is at least three 

levels higher than the opponent." 

"The mental power of ordinary martial artists is also very strong, but they are only controlling objects in 

the air." Wang Yi secretly said, "A strong martial artist, spirit, and will will not be weak, but they may be 

comparable to the spirit of the same level in terms of spiritual power. It’s the same as a teacher, but it’s 

far inferior in terms of quantity." 

   "The Foundation of Spiritual Teachers" gave Wang Yi a deep understanding of spiritual teachers. 

   The vast majority of Wang Yi's strength is obtained by signing in. How to cultivate is often confused 

and unreasonable. However, "The Foundation of Spiritual Teachers" pointed out a very bright way for 

Wang Yi. 

   After all, there is this cultivation method, as long as you practice step by step, there will always be 

progress. 

It took several hours for Wang Yi to read the "Basics of the Spiritual Teacher" carefully from beginning to 

end without missing a word. With his current mental power, he can be familiar with his heart. Back 

down like a stream. 



   "A total of 18 attack methods are recorded in the cheats. Although the level of the secrets is very 

low, it is enough for me now." Wang Yi is not greedy. 

   The road has to be walked step by step, and the meal has to be eaten one bite at a time... Sign in, 

and you have to come one by one. 

   A plate of delicacies appeared on Wang Yi's desk, sitting on a chair, eating delicacies and drinking 

tea while admiring the beautiful and spectacular sea of clouds outside the floor-to-ceiling windows. 

In the virtual space, the food and drink are the same as in reality, or even better, and as long as you 

want it, you can achieve it in the virtual space. What you can enjoy in reality can be enjoyed here, and 

what you don’t have in reality. The same can be enjoyed here, as long as you have money, it can be 

said...This is the spiritual paradise of people. 

   "The scenery in this virtual space is really different." Wang Yi was relaxed and happy, and couldn't 

help but yearn for the vastness and magic of the virtual universe. 

   And he believes that this day will not be far away. 

   "The Palace of the Gods of War." After eating a piece of cake, Wang Yi looked at the "Regulations 

of the Palace of the Gods of War" on the desk. It was actually just a piece of paper. It briefly described 

the composition and rules of the God of War. 

  The God of War is the strongest organization of human warriors created by the first speaker Hong 

and the second speaker Thor. 

   The management of the God of War, that is, the ‘Assembly of the God of War’, is only qualified to 

be a member of the council if it transcends the existence of the God of War. 

   In other words, if he wants, Wang Yi can now become a member of the parliament. 

  The council has five speakers. They are the first speaker, the second speaker... to the fifth speaker. 

   These five people are the five strongest on earth! 

   Wang Yi curled his lips when he saw this. 

   Forget Hong and Raytheon, the other three speakers have not exceeded the third rank of the 

planetary star! 

   The strength is far worse than Hong and Raytheon. It is estimated that it is Hong and Thor's idea to 

be the speaker. 

   The status in the Palace of War God is divided into three levels: ordinary members, 

parliamentarians, and speaker. 

   Ordinary members are all gods of war. 

   Senators, all exist beyond the God of War (planetary stars). 

   There are only five speakers, and they are the five strongest people on the planet. 



After   , there are some other introductions. After Wang Yi read it, he can be regarded as having a 

preliminary understanding of the God of War. 

   As soon as Wang Yi entered the virtual space of the God of War, Hong immediately, who was in 

control of the entire virtual space, received information from the intelligent optical brain. 

   "Wang Yi didn't show up and kept cultivating in the room." Hong was a little surprised, but also 

very satisfied. 

   In his opinion, Wang Yi's low-key and pragmatic practice attitude is what a real warrior does. 

   This also gave Hong a little more recognition and expectations of Wang Yi. 

   After all, the fate of the entire earth has been supported by him and Thor for so many years. To be 

honest, Hong is also a little tired. 

   "Wang Yi, I don't know where you can go in the future..." 

Chapter 62: Sign in one by one 

   The Caspian Sea is the largest lake in the world and a saltwater lake. It is located at the junction of 

Europe and Asia. Its area is 371,800 square kilometers. 

   But now, it has become a paradise for monsters. 

   In the blue sky, white clouds were long, a black streamer suddenly flew through the air and 

stopped above the Caspian Sea. 

   "Goo!" 

A group of birds and monsters living in the nearby mountains and snowy peaks immediately spotted the 

uninvited guest. Under the leadership of several lord-level bird leaders, tens of thousands of birds and 

beasts moved towards this pitch-black triangle with metallic luster. The flying fighter rushed over, and 

for a while, the sky seemed to have a cloud made up of various birds. 

brush! The hatch of the flying fighter opened automatically, and a black-haired boy in a gray-black 

combat uniform, black boots, and two dark red war knives came out, turned his head and looked at the 

overwhelming bird monster with his face exposed. A murderous smile. 

  咻! call out! call out! call out! call out! Shoo... 

   Dozens of silver lights shot out from the black-haired boy at the same time, and at a terrifying 

speed exceeding ten times the speed of sound, they shot towards the bird monster not far away. 

  "!!!!" 

   The few lord-level monsters rushing in the front immediately noticed something wrong, and the 

huge pupils enlarged sharply, reflecting the silver light of death and their fear. 

   噗嗤! Huh! 
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   There is no resistance at all, the streamer disappeared from them in an instant, shooting out from 

behind. 

   And the birds and monsters who are chasing after them can't escape this bad luck either. 

   The moving speed of each silver light exceeded ten times the speed of sound. In addition, Wang Yi 

manipulated dozens of flying knives at the same time. Although it did not reach the maximum attack 

power value, each flying knife carried more than one million kilograms of power. 

   For these monsters that are no more than the lord level, it is simply a one-sided slaughter. 

   Blood was flying all over the sky, and in a blink of an eye, all the birds and monsters approaching 

Wang Yi's fighter plane were killed, leaving a large area free. 

   The corpse of a huge bird and monster fell like raindrops, and Wang Yi didn't bother to collect 

materials. 

   Those birds and monsters that weren't killed because they were too far away were frightened in 

an instant, groaning strangely, making birds and beasts scattered. 

   Obviously, their witless heads also understand that the seemingly thin human in front of them is 

not something they can provoke. 

  Wang Yi also didn't bother to pay attention to these monsters. 

   "Civilization Relic No. 27 is here." Wang Yi looked at the vast inland lake below. 

   Dozens of ancient civilization relics discovered by mankind are basically in remote, dangerous and 

inaccessible places, otherwise they would have been discovered long ago. 

   And most, after confirming that there is no value, humans will choose to give up and take them 

back. 

   Wang Yi turned into a streamer and plunged into the deep water. There were also monsters in the 

lake, but they weren't Wang Yi's opponent at all. They could be killed at will. 

   Wang Yi rushed to the bottom of the water, got into the mud, and continued to go deep. 

Soon, Wang Yi found a vast cavity in the rock formation about two thousand meters underground. In the 

cavity, there was a unique black building, like a human iron tower, covered with incomprehensible lines. 

. 

  Wang Yi, of course, didn’t care about the monitoring left by human beings nearby. What he showed 

was the ability to be a spiritual teacher, and he was not afraid of being discovered. 

   In the world, there are many powerful people who are interested in ancient civilization relics and 

have been exploring, and Wang Yi is not the first. 

   The ruins of ancient civilization on the 27th are not dangerous, the kind of ruins that have almost 

been explored and unearthed are of very low value. 



   In other words, the valuable things here have long been taken away by all parties, leaving only an 

empty shell. 

  Wang Yi raised his head and stared silently at this ancient civilization relic after he approached this 

strange black iron tower within a hundred meters, and said to himself: "Sign in." 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward one ton of ‘Lingkafu Star 

Ore’. 】 

  【'Lingkaffer Star Ore' has been put into the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   "……" 

  Wang Yi consciously explored the panel space, and he saw a space grid with an ore logo, and the 

appearance was very similar to the material of the black iron tower in front of him. 

   "Lingkafer Star Ore." The corner of Wang Yi's mouth twitched, what the **** was this. 

   The disadvantage of randomly giving rewards to the sign-in panel has appeared. 

   This kind of thing can actually improve Wang Yi's strength, such as making weapons, armor... etc. 

As for how much Wang Yi can improve, whether it is necessary or not, that is another matter. 

  Lingkaffer star ore is indeed a good ore in the universe, I am afraid it can reach the b9 level, but 

with the current earth technology, it can't be processed at all. 

   Wang Yi can only stay temporarily to see if he can sell it in the universe in the future. 

   This time, I returned without success. 

   "Wang Yi, the advanced God of War spiritual teacher of the Extreme Martial Arts Hall, came to the 

No. 27 Civilization Relic." 

   "He has left." 

   "No problems were found." 

Wang Yi’s appearance in the remains of ancient civilization was also monitored and photographed by 

various forces and sent to all parties. However, because Wang Yi just turned around and left without 

showing any abnormalities, this report was very quick. be ignored. 

  …… 

  Wang Yi sat in the cabin of the flying fighter, touching his chin. 

   "I have applied to Xtreme Martial Arts Museum to enter the No. 9 Civilization Remains as soon as 

possible. I don't know when I can enter." 

   The relics of ancient civilization are not all in a state of no ownership, some are controlled by 

various forces. 



   For example, the No. 9 Civilization Remains located in the Amazon jungle of South America was 

jointly researched by various parties mainly including the Extreme Martial Arts 

Center~www.mtlnovel.com~ If you want to enter, you must get the consent of the Extreme Martial Arts 

Center! 

  Wang Yi is a high-level member of the Xtreme Martial Arts Hall. He has also received the Black God 

suit. He must enter the No. 9 Civilization Remains because of his emotions and reasons. 

   But if he doesn't apply for it, he still doesn't know when it will be his turn. 

   "First sign in the other unowned ancient civilization relics, and then sign in the ancient civilization 

relics under the control of all parties, and finally the three Jedi." This is Wang Yi's plan. 

   This is a desolate and vast desert area with yellow sand flying all over the sky. 

   Peng! 

   A figure rose into the sky, revealing a human figure covered in black leather armor, carrying **** 

double knives, and showing only eyes. 

   "Huh!" The black streamer passed by like a tide, turning into a black windbreaker, revealing a 

handsome black-haired boy in a gray-black combat uniform. 

   is Wang Yi. 

   There are now three pieces of armor on his body, the Mo Yun Teng is attached to the skin, then 

the ss-level combat uniform, and the black **** suit. 

   "This ancient civilization relic in Egypt, Africa actually gave me a first-order Force sword." A hint of 

joy appeared in Wang Yi's eyes. 

   The first-order force sword, the quality is better than the weapons made by the earth, but it can 

also instill original energy and greatly increase its power. 

   This is a weapon produced by the earth and it is incomparable. 

   "Unfortunately there is only one, and I am used to using double knives." Wang Yi was a little 

regretful, but he was still very happy. 

   Swish, a black triangle smart fighter flew over from the sky, stopped beside Wang Yi, the hatch 

opened automatically, and Wang Yi flew in. 

   "Go ahead and sign in elsewhere." Wang Yi was energetic. 

   One a day, and dozens of ancient civilization remains waiting for him to sign in. 

Chapter 63: One hundred billion astronomical rewards 

  Europe, Iceland. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, reward 1 million black dragon coins. 

】 
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  【Black Dragon Coins have been put into your panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

   Kunlun, Death Valley. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the Black Batten Swamp 

Snake Egg. 】 

  【The Black Batten Swamp Snake Egg has been placed in your panel space. 】 

   [Remind, the Black Batten Swamp Snake is an extremely ferocious species. It is a planetary star 

when it is born and has a strong reproduction ability. If there is no method of tame, please do not hatch 

at will. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

   Africa, the Sahara Desert. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward a Heluxingren gene 

enhancement potion (level b). 】 

  【Helu Xingren gene enhancement potion has been put into your panel space. 】 

  【Remind, this medicine only has a perfect effect on the Heluxing people, and the death rate of the 

earth people is 99.999%. Please use it with caution. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

  Europe, the Alps. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the coordinates of the 

universe area where the earth is located. 】 

  【The coordinate recorder has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

   The sky was densely covered with dark clouds, and heavy rain was pouring down. Located in a 

plain area at the junction of Europe and Asia, a stream of light flew through the air like electricity. 

   "Really..." Wang Yi rubbed his forehead, thinking that he was traveling around the world these 

days... mainly in Europe, Asia and Africa, looking for the remains of ancient civilizations, checking in day 

by day, feeling tired. 



   is mainly for rewards. 

   Some rewards are very useful to Wang Yi, some can only stare, some can simply be used to kill... 

   But in general, Wang Yi's gain is not small. 

"Snapped!" 

   The intelligent system turned on the screen inside the fighter, and it was broadcasting the morning 

news of China TV Station every day. 

  Wang Yi has maintained this habit all these days, and the reason is of course... 

"...At 3:25 in the morning on December 21st, the CEO of HR Alliance China, the son of Vinina Polinas, Li 

Wei, was killed and killed on the side of a highway 50 kilometers away from the suburbs of No. 003 in 

the wilderness area. The location is *****. At present, the victim's family has offered a reward of 100 

billion Chinese currency to the murderer..." 

   The announcer's voice echoed in the cabin of the warplane. 

  Wang Yi looked at the amazing news on the screen and exclaimed: "It's finally here..." 

   Li Wei, is the son of the higher God of War "Vulture" Li Yao and "Poisonous Scorpion" Vinina 

Polinas. 

   is still the only child! 

   I'm so immortal, I got together with the Huya team, who had a grudge against Luo Feng, and 

happened to run into Luo Feng, who had just left City 003. 

   This young master Li Wei has eyes higher than the top, but his life is thinner than paper, because 

the Huya team leader Pan Ya ordered his two bodyguards to deal with Luo Feng with a word. 

   Luo Feng is a spiritual teacher, how easy it is to provoke him. After giving in and persuading him to 

fail, he can't bear it, so he kills. 

   Kill all four! 

   Li Yao and his wife only have such a son. They look like a lifeblood. The son was killed. They 

couldn't find the murderer, so they offered a reward of 100 billion! 

   Let the whole world track down the murderer, and Luo Feng was frightened. 

  Wang Yi seemed to be busy practicing and signing in during this period, but in fact he was secretly 

paying attention to Luo Feng's affairs. 

   After listening to the news broadcast, Wang Yi once again felt pity and sympathy for the Li Yao 

family. Because of an unsatisfactory son, the whole family was ruined. 

  Wang Yi didn't bother to tell who was right and who was wrong. It was just a matter of position. 

  Furthermore, the present 100 billion bounty has put a lot of pressure on Luo Feng, but it is also a 

motivation for him. 



   In order to get rid of this nightmare, Luo Feng tightened his nerves all the time. 

  Wang Yi knows that if the plot does not change, Luo Feng will join the elite training camp at the end 

of next March, and then rise quickly. 

   Then he grew up to the peak of God of War without any risk, pressing Li Yao to the ground and 

rubbing. 

   The only thing that needs attention is Luo Feng's family. 

   However, Wang Yi will tell Hong in advance to let him pay attention to protecting Luo Feng's 

family. It is estimated that nothing will happen. 

   In the original plot, Luo Feng lost his news at the No. 9 Civilization Remains, which gave Li Yao a 

chance to deal with Luo Feng's parents and family. 

   Now there is a special concern for ‘Hong’. If we continue to explain it, it is estimated that the entire 

hr alliance will have to be honest, let alone Li Yao and his wife. 

   Of course, those are future things, I don’t know if it will happen. 

   "Sure enough, only you are reliable." Wang Yi sighed inwardly. 

   When Luo Feng comes back from the wilderness area, he will stay in Jiangnan Base City for two 

months. He can also go back to talk to Luo Feng and get in touch with him. 

   However, Luo Feng hasn't known until now, his good friend is now a senior in the Extreme Martial 

Arts Gym, a spiritual teacher of the higher God of War level. 

  Wang Yi also kept other people secret, so so far, except for a few people, not many people in 

Xtreme Martial Arts Gym know the true situation of Wang Yi. 

   This is also a decision made by Wang Yi to prevent the previous plot from changing too much. 

   At this moment, Luo Feng, who is far away in the wilderness area, doesn’t know yet. There is a 

good friend who is always ‘caring about’ him. 

  …… 

Soviet Russia, an underground base of a military camp in the snow and ice~www.mtlnovel.com~ After 

applying for Wang Yi, he came to this ancient civilization relics controlled by Soviet Russia. These are 

also the few that are directly controlled by humans and can be safe. In and out of the ruins. 

   Wang Yi looked in front of him as if countless silver-white vines were entangled together, covering 

an area of tens of kilometers in a magical building. 

  In this area not only any electronic equipment is invalid, but the gravity is dozens of times higher 

than other places! Ordinary people can't get in without protective means. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward a Lesbos fruit. 】 

  【'Lesbos Fruit' has been put into the panel space. 】 



  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

"Huh?" Wang Yi pretended to explore the remains of ancient civilization. In fact, the exploration here 

has already been completed. Now it is more important for research. Wang Yi can easily enter, which is 

also the limit of Soviet Russian forces. For the sake of the top of the martial arts hall. 

   Under the golden sign-in panel, various sign-in items have been lined up, and the last grid is a fruit 

like a silver jujube. There are some strange veins on the surface of the fruit looming, exuding an icy 

atmosphere. 

   When Wang Yi received the message of the silver fruit, his eyes widened slightly in an instant. 

   "Huh? It can actually greatly improve the mental power? Using one star below the sixth rank, it will 

definitely increase the first to second rank?" 

   There was a hint of joy in Wang Yi's eyes. 

   His physical fitness is now the fifth-level travel-star, and his mental power is still the third-level 

travel-star. 

   This cultivation is slower as you move forward. I haven't watched Hong and Lei Shen practice for so 

many years, but only stayed at the sixth and seventh ranks of the planetary star. 

   The improvement of mental power is slower than the original energy of genes! 

   The silver fruit that was signed in Russia at the moment was an unexpected surprise for Wang Yi. 

Chapter 64: notify 

   It is already winter, the cold wind is bleak, and the lead-gray clouds are densely covered. I don't 

know when it is snowing, and the snow is covering the earth, covering the cold world with a pure white 

gauze. 

   Jiangnan Base City, a barbecue restaurant on the roadside of Yangzhou City, sitting on a table near 

the window, two men. 

"Speaking of it, it's been a long time since I had eaten with you like this." That was extremely handsome, 

his eyes were crystal clear and deep, and there was an unspeakable black-haired teenager who was 

biting on the chicken wings on the bamboo stick while he was a little vague. The way. 

   Opposite him is a straight young man with short black hair, tall, thin and sturdy, sitting. 

   "Since you went to the training camp, this is our first meeting." Luo Feng also felt that things are 

impermanent. 

   "What does the elite training camp look like?" He was a little yearning and curious. 

   Wang Yi did not answer directly, but smiled mysteriously. "You'll know if you've been there later." 

   Luo Feng didn't care either, but laughed loudly. "Then I really want to see it later." 

While drinking cold beer, eating barbecue, casually talking about some of the past, his mind relaxed. For 

Luo Feng, who has just gone through several life and death crises and is now under the pressure of 
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hundreds of billions of rewards, he is familiar with the past. It is a rare experience for friends to eat and 

chat freely together. 

  While Wang Yi looked at the familiar and unfamiliar youth opposite, he also had a very strange 

feeling in his heart. 

   He suddenly remembered a sentence, you think you are the protagonist, but in the eyes of others, 

you are just a supporting role. 

  Everyone is the protagonist of his own life, and he has the wonderful things of his own life. 

   January 12, 2057. 

  Wang Yi did not blindly practice and search for ancient civilization relics. When he was shopping 

with Shen Yan in a prosperous commercial street in Jiangnan Base City, he suddenly heard the ringing of 

his cell phone. 

   Wang Yi glanced at the cute girl who was looking around, took out the phone in her trouser pocket 

and opened it. 

   is an email from Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. 

   "Are you here." Wang Yi was not surprised. 

  " Commissioner Wang Yi: Please arrive at the Global Headquarters of Xtreme Martial Arts Center in 

Hongning Base City before 6 o'clock in the evening on January 15th. At that time, many gods of war will 

gather together to go to the ‘Remains of Ancient Civilization No. 9’ together. 

  ..." 

After   , there are some explanations of the ‘Remains of Civilization No. 9’. 

  Wang Yi has long been psychologically prepared for this. 

   No. 9 civilization relics, and the world’s three major Jedi and other relics, he has not yet explored. 

   In contrast, the No. 9 Civilization Relic is relatively low in danger. 

   However, Wang Yi still hesitated. He didn't know if he would really go in to participate in the trial 

when the time comes, or he would sign in and get the reward and leave. 

   "What's the matter?" Shen Yan, who has been with Wang Yi all the time, noticed that the 

expression on his face was not right, and asked with concern. 

   "It's okay, just thinking that the bed at home seems too small and not strong, so I'm considering 

whether to change to a larger one." Of course, Wang Yi would not tell the truth that he was going to the 

ancient civilization relics. 

   "Bah! Hooligan!" Shen Yan's face flushed immediately, and she pinched Wang Yi's waist. 

A well-known villa complex in the main downtown area of Jiangnan near Jiangnan University. For 

convenience, Wang Yi bought a single-family villa here for Shen Yan and others to live in. In fact, they 



were only used when Wang Yi came here to see them. Will come here, usually three of them are in the 

school dormitory. 

  Wang Yi has a smart fighter. In addition to signing in and training around the world, he will come to 

Jiangnan University once or twice a week, but he can also be contacted through the Internet when he 

comes, so the three girls don't feel lonely. 

   The villa that Wang Yi bought is similar to other luxury villas. The only difference is that the bed he 

just changed in the bedroom is relatively large and sturdy. It is said to be made of special materials that 

can withstand the attacks of lord-level monsters... 

   Otherwise, I have to change the bed once a week, which is too much trouble. 

   Now he is already a high-level God-of-Wars spiritual teacher, and a high-level man of the Extreme 

Martial Arts Hall. His status is one of the best in Jiangnan Base City. It can even be said that stomping can 

make the whole Jiangnan shake three times. 

   is that the hr alliance has to be polite to him, let alone other. 

   There is no one who deliberately troubles him without opening his eyes. 

  Wang Yi, who is true to practice, life and feelings, did not indulge in the gentle homeland, but still 

insists on the days of signing in all over the world every day. 

   He found that as his level of strength is higher, it is more difficult to sign good things in ordinary 

places, that is, those residences and lairs that surpass the existence of God of War, and it is difficult for 

him to show useful rewards. 

   The ruins of ancient civilization have given him a lot of surprises and made him even better. 

   Now, Wang Yi is already a sixth-level warrior of the planetary star and a spiritual teacher of the 

fifth-tier planetary star. I am afraid that Hong and Lei Shen can't believe it if they know about it. 

   On the afternoon of January 15, Wang Yi bid farewell to his family and lover, and took the smart 

fighter "Black Dragon" to the Xtreme Martial Arts World Headquarters. 

As the No. 9 Civilization Relics cannot bring in ancient civilization protective gears similar to the'Black 

God Suit', only earth protective gears can be used, but the weapons of ancient civilization can be used. 

Unbinding, the method is very simple, just force out the blood dripped in when you recognize the Lord. 
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   And Mo Yunteng also stayed in a mountain forest on the way he came, and he would take it back 

when he came out. 

   Putting the Black God suit into the space ring, Wang Yi wore a combat uniform with two war knives 

on his back and strode into the gate of the Xtreme Martial Arts Hall's global headquarters. 

Inside the giant spacecraft building, Wang Yi was greeted in a lounge when he arrived. There were 

dozens of seats in the spacious lounge. There were already seven people in it, including three Chinese, 

two whites and two Indians. . 



  Wang Yi chatted with the three war gods of China for a while, and was taken to a quiet room made 

of wood that was all purple and exuded a strange fragrance. 

   A black-clothed man is standing in the quiet room with his back facing Wang Yi and a group of 

people, but even his back is awe-inspiring. 

   "The host!" All eight of Wang Yi bowed slightly. 

   Hong turned around, glanced over Wang Yi and others, paused briefly on Wang Yi, and said 

indifferently: "You should all know the risk of entering the No. 9 Civilization Relic. Now if you don't want 

to go, you can quit." 

   Wang Yi and other eight people were silent. 

   "Okay." Hong didn't say more. 

   "Enchanting." 

brush! A vague figure condenses outside the door. It is a mysterious woman wearing a black robe, a 

golden mask, and long black hair. Because the mask covers her face, only the eyes, nose, and mouth can 

be seen, but This alone can determine that this is definitely a peerless beauty. Especially those pair of 

eyes, it is almost astonishing. 

   enchanting, one of Hong's three personal guards, has been following Hong's side, loyal and loyal. 

She is also an outstanding female character before devouring the starry sky world earth. 

   It was also the first time that Wang Yi saw the enchanting with his own eyes. He couldn't help but 

take a look at her. He was indeed a mixed race. 

Chapter 65: Remains of Civilization Nine 

   In the Amazon jungle of South America, at night, a Universe-class intelligent fighter was diving 

down from a high altitude and then slowly landing. 

   "Is this where the No. 9 Civilization Relic is located?" Several war gods, including Wang Yi, who 

were about to enter the relic, looked around. 

   This is a wasteland in the jungle, and no monster dared to approach it. 

  While Wang Yixing's 5th-star mental power permeated, it was easy to find the human base 

hundreds of meters underground. 

After    enchantingly left, Wang Yi and others were taken into the base by an old man in a red robe 

from the underground elevator. 

   The arc-shaped alloy wall in the front of the base hall cracked, splitting a circular passage. 

   I saw that the circular channel was still alloy for two or three meters at the beginning, and then it 

was a weird dark brown inside, as if the roots of the trees were entangled to form a channel. 

   At the end of the passage, there is something like a mirror that constantly emits light. 

   The few war gods who came here for the first time all showed shock. 
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  Only Wang Yi looked at the circular passage silently and muttered in his heart. 

   "Check in." 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the core secret of the 

"Twenty-Four Star God" of the Spiritual Master of Meteor Moxing. 】 

  【The amplitude of your mind power has increased. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   "Om!!!" 

   For an instant, Wang Yi's mind seemed to tremble with his soul. 

   A mysterious and incredible force quietly changed the consciousness of his soul. 

  Countless memories are imprinted in the depths of the soul, as if they have been tempered. 

   In an instant, he mastered the core secret of the Meteor Star called the Twenty-Four Star God! 

   And signing in in front of the circular channel and receiving the power of the soul consciousness is 

only an instant matter, not even a ten thousandth of a second, let alone find out by others. 

   Wang Yi closed his eyes, opened them again, and took a deep breath. 

   Originally, after breaking through to the planetary level, Wang Yi's mental power amplitude was 8. 

Although after a period of exercise, the rate of increase in the mental power amplitude was always very 

slow. 

   But now, the secret method of spiritual recitation of the "Twenty-Four Star Gods" has directly 

increased Wang Yi’s reading power to 24! 

   The amplitude of the force of thought has tripled in one fell swoop! 

   This means that he can now manipulate 24 weapons at the same time, and each weapon has 

reached the maximum attack value! 

Moreover, the "Twenty-Four Star Gods" as the core secret method of Meteor Star, although the level is 

not high, but the power is still far greater than that of the earth. The attack method of the "Twenty-Four 

Star Gods" secret method is more unpredictable and more mysterious, and it has greatly improved 

Wang Yi's combat effectiveness invisibly! 

   Wang Yi exhaled. 

  Sure enough, it was right, this time it was a big harvest. 

   For Wang Yi, rewards that can enhance his strength are the most important. 

  The Gods of War standing at the entrance of the passage were silent, and Wang Yi walked in first. 

   said nothing. 



   The others glanced at each other, and followed them into the passage, disappearing one by one in 

the circular mirror that exuded a lot of light. 

  ... 

   This is a black hall. The upper part of the hall is a hemisphere. The entire black hall is hundreds of 

square meters. The light of dreams shoots down from the roof of the black hall, making the whole hall 

look like a dream. 

   "Is this the remains of Ancient Civilization No. 9?" Wang Yi stood in the hall and looked around. As 

expected, he was the only one. 

   In fact, all the gods who came in appeared alone in similar halls. 

   "Martial artist and spiritual teacher are two different test channels." Wang Yi understood. 

According to external knowledge, the No. 9 civilization relics are divided into a type channel and b type 

channel. 

   However, they don't know the real secret of the No. 9 Civilization Ruins. 

   Suddenly, a misty light enveloped Wang Yi. 

   lasted about a minute. 

   "xx, xx, xx..." The rhythmic harsh sound suddenly resounded through the black hall. 

   "Come on." Wang Yi was calm. 

  Because he knew that this ruin base was actually used by Meteor Star to select elite apprentices, 

and especially preferred spiritual teachers. Those spiritual teachers who came here may be injured, but 

none of them died. 

   There is a sound from the communication watch on his hand—"alarm, alarm, alarm..." 

   followed, one by one crystal ropes, wrapped Wang Yi into ‘Zongzi’. 

   Wang Yi did not resist, but waited patiently. 

   Very quickly, it seems that the test is finished, all the crystal clear crystal ropes quickly gathered 

and merged into the top wall. 

   At the same time, a long paragraph echoed in the entire black hall again. "Xxxxxxx, xxxxxxxxx..." 

Translated into Chinese is-"Congratulations, the brain width is 24, greater than 18, you are eligible to 

enter the "Elite Channel" of this trial base, because this is the first time the Elite Channel has been 

opened in five thousand years. Please wait for 15 minutes. " 

  Wang Yi blinked. Isn't this the same treatment as Luo Feng in the original book, but I am a fifth-level 

spiritual teacher, and the amplitude of mind power has reached 24. Are you too pediatric? 

   "xxxxxxx..." A word echoed in the black hall, and at the same time the walls of the hall began to 

tremble slowly. Wang Yi looked down at the communication watch, and a sentence translated from the 

communication watch: "Please enter the elite channel." 



   A deep and bottomless black channel appeared on the wall of the black hall. There were 

complicated text beside the channel, which was very similar to a certain text displayed on the watch. 

  Wang Yi glanced a few times before flying in. 

   Soon, nine fork roads appeared ahead. 

   Wang Yi chooses the fourth channel on the left. 

  In just a moment, 9 more side roads appeared at the end of this side road! 

   Wang Yi still chooses the fourth item from the left. 

   At the same time, he spread his mental power to investigate the surroundings, but he found that 

the mental power could not penetrate into the wall of the passage and was isolated. 

   Soon after, Wang Yi stopped. 

   At the nine forks in front of him and the nine forks behind him, a man in a black robe wearing a 

silver-gray mask walked out. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com 

   Wang Yi frowned slightly. These nine black-robed men should have been the monsters made by 

the ruins to assess outsiders, but they didn't feel like a God of War to Wang Yi. 

   "Boom!" 

   Eighteen men in black robes moved together, their figures turned into a vague light and shadow, 

and the burst speed instantly exceeded ten times the speed of sound. Even an ordinary star-level fifth-

order warrior might not have such a burst speed. 

   "Dead!" Wang Yi's eyes flashed with cold light, and a total of eighteen flying knives flew out, 

forming eighteen beautiful arcs, and they rushed towards one of the black-robed men. 

   At the same time, he pulled out the saber behind his back and stepped heavily on the ground. The 

nine-fold thunder sword instilled seven times the force under his foot, and as the terrible burst of air 

appeared, he had already shot out like an arrow. 

   "Peng!!" 

The black-robed man who was attacked by Wang Yi’s eighteen throwing knives at the same time, his 

hands in silver-gray gloves actually slammed hard, trying to block the amazing speed of the flying 

knives... but it was obviously slower, controlled by Wang Yi’s mind. The eighteenth flying knives cleverly 

avoided the black-robed man's obstruction, and all bombarded the black-robed man with a dull sound. 

The hit part was broken and split, and the whole person flew out like a cannonball. , Smashed fiercely on 

the passage wall that seemed to be entangled with dark brown tree roots. 

  咻! call out! call out! call out… 

   噗嗤! Huh! Huh! Puff... 

   Before the black robe man who flew out had time to stabilize his body, his neck was cut like 

lightning by eighteen flying knives that were chasing after him. 



   At the level of Wang Yi's own genetics, each flying knife is equivalent to the full blow of the sixth-

level and seventh-level spiritual master of the planetary star, a total of eighteen, and they swept over 

the body of the black-robed man with incomparable force. 

   With a terrifying sound of shattering. 

  The head of the black robe man...broken. 

Chapter 66: Relic rewards 

   Wang Yi's current strength is considered abnormal among planetary stars. 

   The reason is not at the genetic level, the amplitude of thought power, nor the secret method, the 

level of exertion, but... he has a domain! 

  Owning a realm, unless you meet someone who owns the same realm, you will be invincible within 

the star! 

   But the situation in front of him is far from when he wants to use the domain. 

   "Weak! Too weak!" In the passage, the distorted airflow formed by the high-speed impact and 

collision surging around, Wang Yi brandished two dark red sabers, revealing a ferocious smile. 

   Eighteen flying knives whirled around him with lightning. 

   After solving a black-robed man wearing a silver mask, the remaining seventeen black-robed men 

rushed towards Wang Yi even more frantically. 

   Forward and backward attack! 

  Because they blocked Wang Yi's forward and backward positions, Wang Yi had to face a group of 

people in black robes no matter whether he moved forward or backward. 

   "Die!" Wang Yi's expression was cold, he didn't want to run away. 

In addition to the 18 flying knives, another six flying knives flew out again. A total of 24 flying knives flew 

towards the eight black-robed men behind like lightning. Wang Yi followed closely, and two dark The red 

sword brought out two blood-colored waterfalls of sword lights, and slashed at one of the black-robed 

men. 

The flying knives are scattered attacks. Three flying knives attack one. Eight black-robed men raised their 

hands wearing silver-gray gloves at the same time to grab the flying knives, but how could their body 

move faster than their size? , The moving speed is amazing, the flying knife with minimal resistance in 

the air? 

   Almost instantly, the eight black-robed men behind them shook their bodies and flew out at the 

same time, showing wounds of varying degrees of mutilation on their bodies. 

   "The body is so hard!" Wang Yi was surprised. 

With his current mental power, it is equivalent to the spiritual power of the seventh rank of the 

planetary star. The attack power of the three flying knives is added together, and each of them exerts 
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the strongest attack power, which is equivalent to three under normal conditions. The combined attack 

of the seventh-order spiritual teacher of the planetary star. 

   Such a terrifying power, but it can't penetrate the body of any black-robed man. 

   This defensive power absolutely exceeds the Black God suit! 

"Die!" Wang Yi's eyes were cold and merciless, and his figure rushed to one of the black-robed men like 

lightning. The black-robed man roared and threw out a number of punches to attack Wang Yi, but was 

suddenly shot by a flying knife. His body was unstable, and he flew out again. At this time, Wang Yi had 

already caught up with him, and the dark red saber struck him heavily with a vigorous momentum. 

   Nine layers of thunder swords and nine dark powers are superimposed, and the power is instantly 

increased by seven times! 

   This knife blasted the air in front of you! 

   Boom! 

  The body of the black-robed man was actually cut in half by Wang Yi's knife, and then exploded. 

"Roar!" 

   The other black-robed people seemed to be irritated. The nine black-robed people at the 

intersection in front of him had already rushed behind Wang Yi, their breath exploded, and their 

eighteen fists broke through the terrifying speed of ten times the speed of sound, and instantly came 

behind Wang Yi. 

   But they were greeted by eighteen flying knives. 

Wang Yi discovered that although these black-robed men are very hard, their attack speed, movement 

speed, and strength are all at the level of the fifth-order planetary star, and they have three times the 

genetic level, seven times the power, and the mind power amplitude is 24. There is a huge gap in their 

own strength. 

  Wang Yi can ravage them without even using domains. 

  The number of black-robed men continued to decrease, and the broken corpses of the black-robed 

men killed were scattered on the ground of the passage, suddenly as if melting, and the broken corpses 

slowly merged into the ground and disappeared. 

   It’s slow to say, but in fact the time between the encounter and the sudden outbreak of fighting 

between the two sides is only a short moment. 

"Puff!" With a muffled sound, the body of the last black-robed man was torn apart by the terrifying 

force of twenty-four flying knives, and a big hole appeared in his chest. There were no internal organs in 

the big hole, but a black unknown. substance. 

   "Boom!" A dazzling knife light slashed like thunder and fire, and chopped off his head. 

   Eighteen men in black robes were all killed! 



   Looking down at the black-robed man's body on the ground slowly melting and blending into the 

ground, Wang Yi let out a sigh of relief. 

When Wang Yi killed eighteen mysterious men in black robes, at a certain core of the Ancient Civilization 

Ruins on No. 9, there were crystal ropes, thousands of which extended in one direction. At the same 

time, the light flowed from them. Passed internally and gathered to the core position. 

  ...Wang Yi once again appeared at the fork in the road formed by the entanglement of dark brown 

tree roots. In front of the wide fork in the road were nine fork roads. 

   "xxxxxxxx......" A familiar voice sounded in the maze. 

   "Huh? There is a voice again." Wang Yi lowered his head and looked at the Chinese translation of 

the communication watch on his wrist-"Congratulations, you have successfully passed the assessment!" 

   "Please follow the passage in front of you, keep moving forward, and receive the reward for the 

success of the assessment task." 

   "How can I pass the assessment like this?" Wang Yi was surprised. 

   He remembers that after Luo Feng killed a black-robed man in the original work, he was forced to 

participate in a death mission. 

   was locked in a small room and had to practice some secret method to get out. 

   and I don’t use it? 

   But his situation was different from Luo Feng's back then. He didn't understand what the ruins 

thought was, so he can only watch the changes. 

The tough wall formed by the dark brown tree roots in front of Wang Yi suddenly squirmed away, 

forming a channel three to four meters wide. The channel was deep and there was a psychedelic 

streamer at the end. The streamer formed a'crystal wall'. 'The kind of light. 

   Wang Yi hesitated and flew in. 

  …… 

   This is a palace shrouded in colorful dreams~www.mtlnovel.com~ It is like a beautiful palace 

inhabited by gods. The palace itself must be tens of meters long and wide, just like a gymnasium. 

   "Huh?" Wang Yi suddenly raised his head. 

   A large number of colored lights gathered, and quickly formed a fuzzy tall human figure, and then 

solidified, becoming a bald crystal man. 

   There was a surprised expression on Wang Yi's face. This is the bald crystal man at the No. 9 

Civilization Relic. 

   In fact, it is also the intelligence responsible for the operation of the ruins, and it has even 

produced a trace of human emotion. 

   The bald crystal man smiled and said: "xxxxxx......" 



   "Welcome, human Wang Yi." The communication watch quickly translated the other party's words. 

   "Hello." Wang Yi looked at the bald crystal man in front of him curiously. 

The bald crystal man said: "Wang Yi, you can kill eighteen channel guards in the shortest time to prove 

your strength, so you don’t need to be assessed again to be eligible to join our Meteorite and become 

our Meteorite's. member." 

   "You are very good! Planet stars can reach this level, even if they are placed on our meteorite, they 

are also very good talents!" The bald crystal man seemed to admire Wang Yi very much. 

   Obviously, Wang Yi's previous performance was completely seen by the ruins, and the planetary 

stars can have a 24 mind power amplitude. In the eyes of the bald crystal man, it is indeed very 

remarkable, and can already be regarded as the elite of the meteorite planetary stars. 

   "This is your reward!" 

The bald crystal man waved his hand, and suddenly several objects from the depths of the palace were 

supported by a colorful light and flew over. There were five objects in total, including a black vest, silver 

armguards, a book with a little starlight, and a piece of six sides. Shaped metal plate, a silver-gray 

shuttle-shaped object. These five objects were suspended in front of the bald crystal man. 

Chapter 67: 5 rewards! 

   The bald crystal man is the core intellectual brain that controls the entire ancient civilization relics. 

This is not the so-called intellectual brain of ‘Hong’, but the intellectual brain with real human wisdom, 

and even has a trace of human feelings! Its most fundamental procedure is to be loyal to Meteor Star, so 

it considers itself a member of Meteor Star! 

   Meteorite is the core lair of a powerful force, only those who are truly talented, persevering, and 

savvy can enter! Otherwise, even the star warriors are not eligible to enter. 

   The bald crystal man values Wang Yi very much, so he doesn't mind giving him more rewards. 

   You must know that although Wang Yi's mind power amplitude is only 24, the attack power 

displayed is the mind power amplitude 24 of the planetary-star level 7 spiritual teacher. He himself is 

only the planetary-star level 5 spiritual teacher. 

   So the actual evaluation is much higher than the amplitude of the mind power of 24. 

   "Five rewards?" Wang Yi looked at the five floating objects. 

   "This first one is what you call the Black God suit." The bald crystal man pointed to the black vest. 

   "The second piece, this silver arm guard shape, is an auxiliary light brain!" 

   "The third piece is "Escape to Heaven", the method of controlling the division's attack." 

   "The fourth piece is a token for the entry of Meteorite." 

   "The fifth piece is the mind-power weapon "Tissot" of the line of the spiritual master's control!" 
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  Wang Yi couldn't help looking at the last item. It was a shuttle-shaped object. The whole body was 

silver-gray. The object was striped with pointed ends and slightly thicker in the middle. The length is 81 

cm, the two ends are extremely sharp, the middle is the widest, and the middle width is 27 cm. The 

whole is relatively thin, and there are very dense lines throughout the body. 

   "Tensuo?" Wang Yi muttered. This is the spiritual weapon that Luo Feng found from Hong in the 

original plot. 

   Escape Tissot is a thought-power weapon created by the owner of Meteorite. With the secret 

method "Escape", you can play a very strong combat power! 

  Nian-power weapons are divided into ordinary, first-order, second-order, third-order, fourth-order, 

and fifth-order! 

   The first-order mental power weapon can exert the maximum combat effectiveness of the travel-

star spiritual teacher. 

   Tier 2 mind force weapon, enough for the constant star spiritual mentor to use... Tier 5 is for the 

master of the world. 

   The levels in the universe can be divided into: planetary star, constant star, universe, domain 

master, world master, and immortal! 

  Tissot is equivalent to a third-order mental weapon, which can be used until the universe level, and 

is of great value! 

  A handful of Tier 2 superb thought power weapons, in the Black Dragon Mountain Star Territory, 

you need 6 billion Black Dragon Coins to buy, let alone Tier 3! 

   A spiritual teacher, only a mental weapon can exert its maximum combat effectiveness. 

"However, Dun Tiansuo, because it is a third-tier low-grade mind-power weapon, the price in the 

universe is relatively low, it seems not as high as the second-tier top-grade mind power weapon." Wang 

Yi recalled related memories, some memories, he has been blurred. Unclear, can't remember, and may 

even be very different from the original work. 

   And ‘Escape Tiansuo’, he remembers that it was a thought-power weapon created by the owner of 

Meteorite Star. It has a special set of secret methods for use, and it can be used until the universe level! 

   Looking at the silver-gray shuttle-like weapon floating in front of him exuding a strange aura, Wang 

Yi couldn't help but his eyes became hot, and the Tier 3 Nianli weapon was just given to himself? His 

luck is too good. 

   This ruin is too smart, right? 

   The bald crystal man also introduced five objects to Wang Yi. 

   Black God suit needless to say, the first-order force suit, for planetary stars. 

   Meteorite token can be added to Meteorite, but Meteorite is actually dead, so this token is 

useless. 



   The silver arm guard shape is an auxiliary optical brain. In addition to having all the functions of a 

communication watch, there are many other functions. The most important one is to measure the 

target strength. 

   Press the button on the bottom left of the ‘Auxiliary Light Brain’ or voice control, let the auxiliary 

light brain aim at the target, and then you can test the opponent’s strength. 

   Wang Yi happily operated the auxiliary optical brain on his hand. With it, there is no need to worry 

about being easily monitored. 

  Wang Yi tested it by himself, and words appeared on the surface of the auxiliary optical brain—

"Combat power: mental power (five-star travel-star level) gene original energy (five-star travel star 

   A set of master's attack secrets "Escape", this set of "Escape" is the use method of the master's 

exclusive weapon "Escape". 

   is also a powerful attack method used by Luo Feng in the original work. 

   As for Dun Tiansuo, let alone, with Dun Tiansuo, and the secret method of "Escape", Wang Yi's 

strength will be greatly improved. 

   "Okay, you leave." The bald crystal man talked with Wang Yi for a while before letting him leave. 

   But before Wang Yi left, he deleted the translated information on the communication watch. 

  …… 

   "I'll be out in less than a day?" Wang Yi dashed like a phantom in the deep tunnel like tree roots, 

which was unbelievable. 

   I feel that this time, it seems to be a cutscene. 

   But... a great reward! 

   Wang Yi glanced at his finger. There was a space ring that ordinary people could not see, but he 

didn't know if the ruins were found. 

   But he has already come out, it doesn't matter anymore. 

"This time, I got a total of five items, and also signed the'Twenty-Four Star God''s Meteor Star Spiritual 

Master's Core Secret Method." Wang Yi thought in his heart, "The Meteorite Token is useless, the Black 

God suit requires Give it to Xtreme Martial Arts Hall, and the other three items, auxiliary light brain have 

an auxiliary effect on me, the escape, escape secret method can greatly enhance my strength this wave, 

a lot of money ! 

   "Well, the No. 9 Civilization Relic has been signed in. Then, the other relics will follow, and finally, 

the three Jedi!" Wang Yi's eyes glowed with astonishing expression. 

   "Then...it's the universe!" 

   This day is 1:25 AM on January 16, 2057. 



The golden horn beast came to the earth in August 2057, and it was born somewhere in the Pacific 

Ocean. It was born on December 30, 2058. As for the first-level constant star, it appeared in front of the 

world for the first time. That will be January 13, 2060. 

  Wang Yi, there are still three years to deal with, and he is full of confidence in himself. 

   "Even if I leave the earth and venture in the universe, what really happened, there is still Luo Feng, 

and there is hope." Wang Yi took a deep breath. 

   Really living in this world, having experienced so much, Wang Yi still trembled at the thought of 

entering the vast and mysterious universe. 

   No one knows what will happen in the future. Since Wang Yi has decided to go to the universe, he 

naturally has to be prepared. 

   Whether it's one's own or the earth's. 

   At present, the future is bright. 

Wang Yi came out in less than a day and surprised the people at the ruins. However, Wang Yi's special 

status is also a high-level man in the Extreme Martial Arts Center. Although they are curious, they can't 

do anything. The watch called the smart fighter at the global headquarters, sitting on its own smart 

fighter, without even going to the Xtreme Martial Arts World Headquarters, and went straight back to 

Jiangnan Base City. 

   Hong, who was at the headquarters, looked at the hung-up communication, and was a little 

speechless. He was really curious whether Wang Yi encountered anything in the ruins, but Wang Yi 

didn't explain it to him. 

Chapter 68: 3 Great Jedi 

   In the "Black Dragon" smart fighter, Wang Yi is studying the two spiritual master secrets he has just 

obtained. 

   There are two main factions in the universe, one is martial artist, and the other is spiritual teacher! 

The inheritance of   Meteor Moxing has both martial artists and spiritual teachers. The spiritual 

teachers are mainly divided into "Controlling Chapter", "Illusory Chapter" and "Miscellaneous Chapter", 

each of which is broad and profound. 

   However, it is difficult to get started with the true inheritance of the Master of Meteor Star. Luo 

Feng in the original work has the'Inheritance Soul Seal' specially left by the owner of Meteor Star. 

   But Wang Yi has nothing. 

   But his mental power is extremely high, and it is not too difficult to practice the secret method of 

‘Escape to Heaven’, which is a weapon of thought power. 

   And the "Twenty-Four Star Gods" belong to the secret method of soul, and it seems that it has a 

great relationship with the "Soul Seal" inherited from the core of Meteorite. 
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   "The Twenty-Four Star Gods actually have secret methods to attack, confuse, manipulate, and 

enslave the souls of others——" When Wang Yi first discovered it, he was also extremely surprised. 

   However, compared with the real "Soul Seal", the "Twenty-Four Star Gods" are far less profound 

and complicated. 

   It can only enslave lives whose soul level is two levels lower than Wang Yi. 

   With Wang Yi's current soul strength, it is estimated that he can only enslave lives below the God 

of War level. 

   But this is undoubtedly an unexpected surprise for Wang Yi. 

   "Twenty-Four Star Gods", let him use more methods. 

   If you say that ‘Escape’ is the secret to the control of the weapon of mind, it emphasizes reality and 

is powerful. Then the "Twenty-Four Star Gods" belong to the secret of the soul power category, which 

tends to be imaginary, weird, and difficult to resist. 

   The combination of the two made Wang Yi even more terrifying in the battle. 

   On January 16, Wang Yi came out of the No. 9 Civilization Relic and returned to Jiangnan. 

time flies. 

   Jiangnan City, Yangzhou City, Mingyue Community. 

   Warm and brilliant sunlight came in from the floor-to-ceiling windows. Wang Yi sat on the ground 

in the martial arts training hall on the second floor of the villa, sucking in genetic energy as always. 

  Although the wooden yajing was almost used up except for those used for other purposes, Wang Yi 

still did not give up every day of cultivation. 

  Whether it is genetic power, mental power, or various secret methods, Wang Yi spends a lot of 

time on it. 

   And he is improving every day. 

   In Wang Yi’s ‘dantian’, there are six miniature planets. Unlike the ‘miniature planets’ in the sea of 

consciousness that were transparent when they were first born, the six miniature planets in the dantian 

are actually fiery red! 

   The entire red miniature planet is actually a unified whole composed of a large number of red six-

sided crystals! 

   Five of the red miniature planets are constantly rotating around the largest miniature planet in the 

middle, and they are also spinning, and at the same time they emit strange waves! 

   In the universe, the various special abilities awakened by entering a planetary star are actually 

mainly grouped into eight categories-gold, wood, water, fire, earth, wind, thunder and lightning, and 

light. 



   Because of the difference in physique and soul. The cosmic energy that the body absorbs is 

actually different, and the genetic primal energy formed by this conversion is of course also different. 

   For example, Wang Yi, the genetic energy of the body belongs to fire. 

  Wang Yi’s blood, genes, cells, bones, skin...every part of his body is constantly improving and 

evolving under the tempering of genetic energy and mental power. 

   The body has reached the point of Wang Yi, and only some of the human’s ‘laser weapons’, 

‘nuclear weapons’ and other powerful weapons could harm him. 

During this period of time, Wang Yi would look for relics around the world every day to sign in. Although 

most of the time the rewards for signing in could not be used directly, occasionally there would be the 

“Lesbos” who signed in to the relics in the “Soviet Russia” region of Siberia last time. A treasure like'fruit' 

that can directly enhance mental power. 

   So in a month, Wang Yi's strength has improved a lot. 

   The gene primordial energy has been upgraded to the sixth level of the planetary star, and the 

mental power has also reached the bottleneck of the fifth level of the planetary star. 

   Now Wang Yi has the same rank as Hong on the martial artist. 

The actual combat power, Wang Yi, who also owns the domain, as well as Mo Yun Teng, Dun Tian Suo, 

Escaping Sky Secret Technique, Twenty-Four Star God Soul Secret Technique...has surpassed Hong and 

Thor and became the true first man on earth. ! 

   However, Wang Yi has no intention to show his strength, and is still practicing low-key. 

   Day after day, traveling and living like an ordinary person, the first genius of this elite training camp 

has gradually faded out of people's vision. 

  Jiangnan University has been on vacation, but Shen Yan's family has moved to Yangzhou City and 

now lives in Wang Yi's villa, while Gao Yurong is with her mother, and Lin Youyu often accompanies her 

parents to visit relatives. 

   On this day, Wang Yi was playing mahjong with his parents in... 

   plus Shen Yan, there are exactly four people. 

   "Touch, Huh." Mom put down the row of mahjong in front of her, smiling. 

   Wang Yi's father, who has lost 19 consecutive games, looked at Wang Yi. 

   The eyes were full of doubt. 

   That is looking at the facial expression of a gangster. 

   Wang Yi pretended that he hadn't seen his father be unlovable, and quickly re-coded Mahjong. 

   The family gathers together ~ www.mtlnovel.com~ to chat about family life, which is also a kind of 

fun for Wang Yi. 



   Especially when Wang Yi played mahjong with his parents, he touched Shen Yan's feet so many 

times under the table, Shen Yan's face was almost red to the base of her neck, she could only keep her 

head down intently so that no one would notice. 

I won’t talk about the trivial matters of life. Wang Yi flew around the world for a day or two from time to 

time. From mid-December to February, it took two months before he took the relics of ancient 

civilizations that have been discovered around the world. , It’s almost time to sign in. 

   Only the most dangerous ‘Three Jedi’ remains. 

   February 17th. 

   In the deep night, dark clouds obscured the moon, the sky and the earth were dim, and, as far as 

the eye could see, on the turbulent sea, a jet-black fighter plane quietly flew like a phantom. 

   This is the Hawaiian Islands in the Pacific Ocean, and it is also where the No. 12 ancient civilization 

remains. 

   The black triangle flying fighter plane stopped on the sea, the hatch opened, and a figure flew out. 

   This is a black-haired young man wearing a gray-black combat uniform with a black **** suit and 

Mo Yunteng inside, carrying two dark red war knives, and a silver-gray flying shuttle on his feet. 

   is Wang Yi. 

   "This is the location of Ancient Civilization Remains No. 12." Wang Yi lowered his head and looked 

down at the sea that appeared deep and secluded in the dark. 

   The "Three Jedi" are the damaged spacecraft of ancient civilizations on the Hawaiian Islands No. 

12, the silver-white pyramid on the seabed of Bermuda on the 1st floor, and the source of poisonous gas 

on the Shenlongjia No. 31. 

   Wang Yi, the first target, chose the 12th ancient civilization relic with the lowest degree of danger. 

   "Hope, I can sign a good thing this time." Wang Yi didn't hesitate, turned into a streamer, and 

rushed into the sea in a straight line at an astonishing speed. 

Chapter 69: x Eighty-one model spacecraft 

   In the dark and deep sea, Wang Yi quickly dived according to the map coordinates obtained from 

the auxiliary optical brain. 

This ancient civilization relic No. 12 is actually the mothership of a cosmic fleet. A long time ago, the 

owner of Meteorite came to the Milky Way and designated the Milky Way as his own territory. The 

space fleet was destroyed by a direct thought impact. 

   And this mothership fell in the depths of the Pacific Ocean, and it took tens of thousands of years 

before it was discovered by humans. 

   And what represents this mysterious relic is not a damaged mothership with a length of 16,000 

meters, but a flying saucer-shaped spacecraft with a diameter of about 100 meters inside. 
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  This black flying saucer-shaped spacecraft, for so many years, countries on the earth have tried 

their best. Many people died because of this spacecraft. Even the strong members of Congress have 

fallen here! To this day, it is still intact! 

   The sea is endless, seemingly calm, but it contains infinite danger, and there are endless monsters. 

   Of course, none of them can threaten Wang Yi, they will be killed by Duntiansuo as soon as they 

get close. 

   The distance from the sea surface to the bottom of the seabed is about 5100 meters. 

   The No. 12 ancient civilization remains, 3300 meters below the seabed. 

   With the aid of optical brain navigation, with Wang Yi's strength, he easily dived to a depth of 

about 5,000 meters and saw the undulating seabed that looked like a mountain range. 

   Peng! The fire-red gene could have covered the surface of the body, and Wang Yi slammed into the 

seabed rock fiercely like a meteor, deepening all the way. 

   One kilometer, two kilometers, three kilometers...Wang Yi slowly slowed down, and the spreading 

mental powers had detected an object different from the rock formation in front of him. 

  Wang Yi's mental power can spread to a range of more than one kilometer, but he still can't find 

the overall scale of this behemoth. 

   After the wreckage of the 16,000-meter-long spacecraft, it was even more amazing than the giant 

spacecraft at Hong’s headquarters. 

   And if Wang Yi signs in right away, of course he can, but if you want to produce good things as 

much as possible, it is best to be within 100 meters of the target location. 

   This is the sign-in rule that Wang Yi explored. 

   "According to the data, this mothership has a length of 16,000 meters, a width of 3,200 meters, 

and a height of 800 meters." Wang Yi thought, "I have to find the core area." 

   The core area is where the desperation is. 

  Wang Yi started looking for the internal information provided by Xtreme Martial Arts Hall. 

   About ten minutes later, Wang Yi finally walked along a spaceship channel to a secret 

compartment of the mothership. 

   In this secret huge compartment, a flying saucer-shaped spacecraft with a diameter of about 100 

meters is parked. The entire spacecraft is black. Even if it has been parked underground for tens of 

thousands of years, the degree of corrosion of the spacecraft's fuselage is very small. On the body of the 

black spaceship, there was even a double-winged dragon pattern printed on it. 

   For so many years, for this spacecraft, various forces of various countries have tried their best, but 

they are still helpless. 

   is ‘Hong’, and ‘Thunder God’, these two peerless humans, can’t get in. 



   Wang Yi looked at the spacecraft, as if he could see the inside of the spacecraft’s central control 

room, the commander who had been dead for tens of thousands of years, and the three silver guards 

standing silently. 

   The most difficult part of the 12th ruins is the ‘entry passage’. After opening the hatch, it is an 

entrance passage! 

   At the end of this entrance passage is the ‘Spaceship Gate’. 

   But the "entry channel" after opening the hatch is a laser channel! 

   The lasers emitted from this channel can easily kill the fifth- and sixth-order planetary stars. 

   Among the human powers on the entire planet, only ‘Hong’ and ‘Thunder God’ wearing black **** 

suits can break through to the end of the entrance passage, but they have nothing to do with the gate at 

the end of the entrance passage. 

   is the current Wang Yi. Maybe he can easily get to the gate, but he can't open the gate. 

   The gate of this institution must be able to be lifted, and it must be of the level of a third-tier and 

fourth-tier martial artist with a constant star rating before it can be moved. 

   Wang Yi is far behind. 

   But Wang Yi didn't plan to go in. 

   "Check in." 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward a x81 spaceship. 】 

   [The x81 spacecraft has been placed in your panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   The wonderful voice of his son following the sign-in panel sounded in Wang Yi's mind, bringing him 

a strong surprise. 

   is actually an x81 spaceship! 

   In the entire mothership, the most precious one is probably this Black Dragon spaceship. 

  Wang Yi did not expect that this time the sign-in panel is so powerful. After all, the better the 

reward, the harder it is to appear. It all depends on luck. 

   "Good son." Wang Yi couldn't help but praised. 

The    x81 type spacecraft is an entire spacecraft, and its value is probably higher than the total value 

of Wang Yi’s rewards for signing in at other relics except for the No. 9 Civilization Relic! 

   A row of items under the golden sign-in panel already contained various items that Wang Yi could 

not use. Sure enough, a pure black flying saucer appeared just like a brand new spacecraft. 

   At the same time, Wang Yi also got its specific information. 



   The full name of this spacecraft is: ‘Black Dragon Mountain—X81 Type Spacecraft’. 

   is a well-known space adventure spacecraft model of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. 

  The Black Dragon Mountain Empire is a powerful empire that rules the'Black Dragon Mountain Star 

Region'. Even the Silver Blue Empire where the Milky Way is located is only one of its more than 500 

vassals. 

  The main materials for the hull of the spacecraft, UU reading www. uukanshu.com is a kind of 

metal called ‘black yttrium’, even if it is destroyed by a cosmic powerhouse, it takes a lot of effort. 

  A general cosmic-level powerhouse who rides on a spaceship is only at this level. 

The   x81 spacecraft even has standard weapons that can kill the 7th and 8th ranks of the constant 

star. 

And this is a reward for the sign-in panel. It is not necessary for Wang Yi to work hard like Luo Feng in 

the original plot, and rack his brains. With the help of Babata, he destroyed the spacecraft’s central 

control intelligence and obtained this spacecraft. It's still half broken! 

  Wang Yi got it, but it is a completely new x81 spaceship with complete functions and exactly the 

same type! 

   can even sit on it right away and venture into the universe! 

   Wang Yi was excited. 

   As in the original plot, in this x81 spacecraft, there are three metal robots that are responsible for 

repairing the whole body made of black yttrium metal (c5 metal). There is a large energy reserve in the 

storage room, and there are three flowing silver guards! 

   ‘Silver Guard’ is actually a special technology product. The main material is ‘Silver’ metal, which is 

much more expensive than ‘Black Yttrium’, and contains intelligent systems. Just like a real person at 

ordinary times! Can also speak and do things and so on. 

  Moreover, because the body structure is flowing silver, and the body is like water, even if a strong 

person hits them with a punch, they will easily take off the impact. 

   In addition to the ‘Silver Guard’, the spacecraft itself also carries two b9-level laser cannons that 

can kill the ninth-level constant star. 

   "This time I was able to get a perfect spaceship." Wang Yi rushed out of the sea and hovered in 

mid-air, feeling very happy. 

   "Then, Bermuda and Shennongjia will be next. I don't know what else will be given to me there." 

Wang Yi was full of expectation. 

Chapter 70: 0 Mu Haiyu 

   In the morning, Wang Yi stayed at home to accompany his family to have breakfast, and then took 

a walk with Shen Yan in the community, and then took a king-class flying fighter to the North Atlantic 

Ocean off the Bermuda waters. 
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   a few hours later. 

   Near the famous Bermuda waters in the North Atlantic. 

   A stream of light appeared on the horizon, flying across the sky at an extremely fast speed. 

Brushing, the streamer disappeared, and the phantom was condensed into a triangular black fighter that 

was 20 meters long and more than ten meters wide. The black metal hatch opened, and a black-haired 

boy wearing a gray-black bottom reddish combat uniform flew out. A silver-gray shuttle was stepped 

under her feet. 

   He looked around, then looked at the silver armband in his hand, as if confirming something, then 

he flew straight down, plunged into the water with a puff, and kept diving. 

   Soon after, Wang Yi saw a huge white shadow deep in the bottom of the sea from a distance. As he 

got closer, the white fuzzy shadow became clearer. 

   This is a huge pyramid that is extremely tall, taller than any skyscraper on earth! 

   The pyramid itself has no traces of scars or decay. There is no such thing as mud, water and grass, 

and it is as clean as new. 

   "The spaceship of the mechanical clan." Wang Yi's eyes narrowed. 

  Mechanical tribe, known as one of the pinnacle tribes in the vast universe, each tribe is an 

‘intelligent life’, and the entire mechanical tribe has developed technology to an incredible level! 

   And this mechanical clan spaceship in front of me is the immortal vehicle of the mechanical clan, 

and the immortal mechanical clan died on the Meteorite Star! 

   Immortal existence, one punch can destroy a planet. The physical body reaches the speed of light 

and travels through the universe! To travel back and forth in the original universe and the dark universe 

is as easy as eating for them. 

   Even for Wang Yi, who is now almost invincible on the earth, immortality is like the sky, which is 

hard to reach. 

  Wang Yi was puzzled that the enemy of the owner of the Meteorite Star was also the immortal king 

of the human side. How dare to unite with the Immortal Mechanical Race to kill him and deal with the 

owner of the Meteorite Star? 

   Joining a foreign race to kill a strong human race, even if there is an enmity, once discovered by a 

human high-level, it is a big crime, right? 

   Unless it is outside the territory and is not discovered by the human race, this kind of killing will not 

be interfered. 

   Otherwise, the immortal machine race would dare to enter the territory of mankind. Once 

discovered, it would be death! 



  Wang Yi observed the height of 1200, the whole body was silver-white, and it was a whole body, 

and there was no road pattern interface, like the most exquisite work of art pyramid, revealing the color 

of sigh. 

  Wang Yi appreciated it for a while, and then he started to do business. 

   "Check in." 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward a junior ‘smart life’. 】 

  【The primary ‘smart life’ (carrier) has been put into the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   At the same time, Wang Yi's sign-in panel once again added a grid. 

   It is a smart chip similar to a notebook memory card, and there is a primitive, primary smart life in 

it. 

   Intelligence can actually be divided into four levels. Logic processing programs-logic comparable to 

real human intelligence-sentimental intelligence-intelligent life. 

   The bald crystal man like the remains of ancient civilization on the 9th, in fact, has a touch of 

emotional intelligence, and the Meteor Star spacecraft followed Hu Yanfu’s "Babata" for tens of millions 

of years, which is an intelligent life. 

  Intelligent life is also the highest intelligence, and its running speed and computing power naturally 

far exceed ordinary intelligence. 

  Like the mechanical clan, the whole clan are intelligent beings and have their own mechanical 

bodies. Although they have no soul, they can reach the immortal level, which is extremely terrifying! 

"I also have an intelligent life assist now, although it's just a blank, low-level intelligent life." Wang Yi was 

slightly disappointed. He thought he could sign a mechanical clan spacecraft, but now it seems he wants 

more. NS. 

   How could luck be so good every time, the best reward for signing in. 

   But an intelligent life is not bad, at least it also has an intelligent life support, and once an 

intelligent life recognizes the Lord, it will be loyal and will never betray, and it will be much easier to 

navigate the universe. 

  As the highest intelligence, intelligent life has a very fast learning ability, and more is ‘accumulation’ 

and ‘copying’. 

  Although his newly acquired Black Dragon Adventure Spaceship also has an intelligent optical brain, 

it is far worse than intelligent life. 

  Wang Yi looked at the smart chip in the space grid, and he had already begun to think about the 

name of this new born intelligent life. 

   is male or female, big or small, what kind of image is it. 



   glanced at the golden panel, he finally decided. 

   "Oh, I found you a younger sister, so let's call her Bermuda." 

"what do you think?" 

  Intelligent Life: "……" 

   Sign-in panel: "……" 

A little reluctantly, he glanced at the silver-white pyramid suspended in the sea for the last time. Wang 

Yi left from the Bermuda waters and found a remote sea. In the depths, he released the black dragon 

spacecraft. He had to be careful, because the whole earth is actually There are various ancient 

civilization instruments constantly monitored. 

   But if the Black Dragon spacecraft turns on the signal shielding, it is naturally not discoverable by 

the simple technology of the earth. 

  Wang Yi flew into the spacecraft and came to the control room. The head of a bi-fat woman 

appeared on the console screen ~www.mtlnovel.com~ and smiled at Wang Yi. 

   "Master, you are welcome back." 

   Although it looks like a girl with blue hair, it is actually just a fictional image of intelligence...Of 

course, with its intelligence, it is almost the same as a human being. 

   But it's still a virtual existence, just an intelligence that doesn't even have feelings. 

  Wang Yi went directly to the console and inserted the silver smart chip into the green slot. 

   A large number of characters that Wang Yi could not understand quickly appeared on the console 

screen. 

   Not long after, the screen was slightly distorted, and a figure appeared again. 

   is still the image of the original bi-haired woman, but the expression and eyes are more spiritual. 

   "Master, I met you for the first time, and I am so happy to finally meet you." She enthusiastically 

made a clear voice. 

   "From now on, you will be called Bermuda." Wang Yi smiled and looked at the intelligent life in 

front of him. 

   Although she is a newborn, she has received all the internal information of the Black Dragon 

spacecraft, which can be said to be ‘born to know it’. 

   "Okay, Master." Intelligent Life responded. 

   "Let's change the image." Wang Yi didn't like the appearance of the green-haired woman. 

   "Yes, as long as the owner likes it, any appearance is fine." Of course, intelligent life obeys Wang 

Yi's orders unconditionally. 



   "Hmm..." Wang Yi touched his chin and began to choose and set her appearance with the help of 

intelligent life screening. 

   After a while... 

   A dumb head, giving people a naive feeling, two black and white fat guys with big dark circles 

appeared on the screen. 

   He lowered his head curiously and looked at his current appearance. 

   "That's it." Wang Yi clapped his palms and said with satisfaction. 

   From then on, Wang Yi’s intelligent life, Wang Bermuda, panda, was born. 

 


